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Abstract

5
Several new results  on the breaking .of. chiral SU(3)xSU(3)  are  pre-

' sented within the theoretical framework .of.. chiral perturbation theory.

(a)   The leading order corrections   to   the. Gell-Mann-Okubo.  formula   for   the

312
baryon octet are shown·  to· be: of  o.rder· €· , where E is:a chiral breaking.

parameter. An: explicit: exact:.expression·.is.. giv.en·-for·.the..leading order

corrections which' provides a .new..dev.elopment..in'.understanding  why  this

formula- work's' 'so' well. Similarly. the, .corrections:.to' the' Gell-Mann-Okubo

formula  for  the ground. state pseudoscalar octet. are shown  to  be of order

2E ln E (including n-n' mixing).   On the basis of these exact' results it is

argued   that   SU(3)   x SU(3) symmetry   is   as good as.SU(3) symmetry /,-30% except

when one considers electromagnetic interactions. (b) We examine the n+31

decay  on the assumption   that   it is regulated  by a. non-electromagnetic   iso-

spin violating 'term of-the type  Eju3  with u3 a member  of  33 e 33. The strength

E3 of this term is' related to· the experimental rate including' all leading

order chiral symmetry corrections.., .This. estimate  of· 63 leads  to AI=1 hadron

level shifts about a factor of 2 or 3 too large, although· our.· estimate of E3

depends sensitively on the. experimental.details.  .(c2- Octet"enhancement,

-   an- exact  formalism.to  describe .n-n' mixing  and other' topics- are discussed.
...

.e.

' r

<i.-
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I.  Introduction

The  ideas  of  .current· .algebra:, partial, conservation-of' axial vector

79
current,   and the approximate  SU(3)-classification of hadronic states  were

1                                   2
elegantly unified-by.Gell-Mannk Oakes, and Renner  : and: by- Glashow and Weinberg   .

They suggested that' :the:.str.ong...interaction..Hamiltonian could-be' written  as

0 0 0 0
:

....H..6   Ha+Eouo+68u8    ,.                                                     '·  ' '  '     (1.1)

whera  Ho is' invariant' under,·the: group,. SU(3,0.x  SU(3)1  e'u'  breaks-SU(3)xSU(3)00

00•                       0
but  preserves" SU'(3),- and  E u8 -breaks: both:. .The·.unrenormalized operators  uo

and  u -  are  issumed,·«€0: transform .as'.member.s. .of:..the.  (T, 3)+(3; 32 representation

(which c'ontains scalar' operators..u , i-0,..... ; 8 and-pseudoscalar operators

$:,  i=0,...8), in· analogy .with..the .bare .mass terms .in' a quark* model.
1

It was" further suggested that, .when  :the .explicit'.symmetry' breaking  is

turned off, - the symmetry: is spontaneously: broken· so that,..the · vacuum  (and

hence the spectrum' of'-physical:.states)·.is only SU:(39·'invariant..'  This is

impl-emented by· the' assumption <u'>· 0  0 and  <u8> · =:0' for  EP  and E8=  0.0 0                      0

Associated with this spontaneous symme,try breaking- would be:.an- oc'tet- of mass-

less Nambu--Goldstone bbsons·,   identified...as  the  Tr-,  K, and-n mesons.

Geli-Mann-, Oakes, and Renner .then -suggested that::the'.explicit symmetry

breaking could'be turned· on in' two... steps.    In .the first· step:- the' parameter

cEE8/E'  is held* fixed  at   c=:v ·..·... (This,..corresponds:.toz..giving  only  the

strange quark-a  bare  mass)·...The  tarm  E'.(u'-/7 .u )   breaks'  the symmetry

down to SU(2)xSU(2').   The K and n mesons· are therefore given- small masses,

and' the degeneracy  of' the· SU'(3) multiplets is: broken.... .In the, second  step,
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c  is  allowed 'to'.deviate ..slightly·.f:rom· ./I.... . This:-breaks»·the-.SU<2)xSU (2)
3

symmetry,-giving' the  pions..a .very. small -ass.....-.....  These low· mass'-mesons  dom-

1                   inate  the axial-current, divergences at··low momentum-.transfer  (P.C.A.C.)../-

The   unrenormalized  .explicit. symmetr.y .breaking,  parameters'  E'   and   68

are  related  to* the" p'seudoscalar.masses  by

0 -.1. 11\2fK*2   f 1.12
Eo = -  - 'C   1/2   96 Z zl/2 ,

K TT (1.2)

0  2  f K4   f.lti ,
68 - f z /.2 -  zl/2,1 ,7T

where  fIC  and  f,Ir  are' the·.kaon·.and 'pion decay. constants (f -93  MeV)  and
1/2 1/2Z    and Z are their.wave. function..renormalization constants.·'If  oneK                    Tr

approximates ZK=Zlr  and  fK=fir (which' corresponds to' neglecting  <u8>0,   the

SU(3)  breaking- in.the vacuum).., · then one' finds c--1.25, close  to  the

SU(2)xSU(2) value.

For' later' convenience we-.define renormalized aymmetry breaking  para-

meters' 60.and 68 by

60   1    2  2            2
=-z   (21JI< 111) =   -0'.21 GeV (1.3)

f    46
Tr

E8     2   2  2            2
--f-- = ·qi: (UK-liA). = 0.26 GeV

-                                                                                     'IT

...

The  formalism- ·of  the  (3,3)+(3:,3)  modell.is  more. thoroughly  discussed  in

Ref. (4), which we shall refer'to as I.
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4
We· take- the· viewpoint- :that, .SU.(2)xSU·(2):..is·.accli*a,te .... e to. around 7%,

making· it'  by  far the::best·.symmetry.of..the...strong-.Hamiltonian after   iso-
-

spin.    This' can-·b'e 'seen· roughly.'.by...the.smalless - of·
1.1 

compared, to other

Ar hadronic masses'.* Other. tests·.of>.SU.(20]cSU:(2),-as·.well-: as' of  the  (3,3)+(3,3)

model of SU-(3·)xSU('39.·  break·ing,....are...r.eviewed«.in.Ref-.    (5) .

One  of the aimsof ·this. paper. is..to consider how good:.a,symmetry  SU(3)

xSU (3) · really· .is·.,:.. I·t,is,-not..enough. to.know...thet-values .of· E - and  68:  one

must also know  how: to. implement-the,-chiral...symmetry·  and - how'  to   make.quantitative

estimates of-the dependence .of physical ,quantities on· the symmetry breaking

terms in (1.1).

There have been two · major' approaches to this problem.· '-The first approach,
2

p'ioneered  by  Glashow and Weinberg, ..is based  upon. the·.idea of smoothness.

- One writes down Ward' identi,ties. for the GrJen' s functions of' the theory,

saturates'  the" two'  poin't, fun'ctions .with'  meson, poles,1or resonances,   and  then

assumes   that   the remaining' quantities .are.:"smooth" ·in their"momentum' depen-

dence.    The difficulty· with this- approach  is that:· there', is' no way  to  de-

termine the reliability  of' the· approximations:.   ' One cannot argue,   for  ex-

ample,  that .the· dominance of, the two point · function <Tfu:u:)>   by a scalar
1 J O

resonance would become exac·t:,in  the. chiral limit·.or· that'  the' errors  are   of

any def inite order, in E and   E8'

-                         The difficulty· in. controllingl.the .extrapolations explicit  in this

technique may' be seen by the differing results in the- literature' due to

different'- methods of implementing ."smoothness".

6

Weinstein71. is to do .a perturbation expansion in the parameters E' and
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€8.  Dashen and Weinstein showed .that pion pole...dominance (P.C.A.C.) would

become exact' in the, chiral· symmetry .limit. They argued  that low' energy

theorems can be interpreted' as· exact .statements. concerning: the threshold
.,

»41 behavior of massless  (on. shell) :Go.ldstone bosons in' an-SU(2)xSU(2) or

SU(3)xSU(3) symmetric: world. Higher order.terms  in..e'.and 88 would be

corrections to  the  low ener.gy..theorems..... Hence .RCAC· iA--a. consequence  of

symmetry.

8

It was lat·er: pointed..out. by.· Li.·and·: Pagels: .that· a..perturbation expan-

sion   in   E'   and   68   must·  contain..non-analytic...terms...   This:  is   due   to   the0

fact that Goldstone bosons:.become.massless..in.the chiral: limit, producing

a long range component..insthe:.strong,. interactions,.. .: Because of the Adler

zero  tlie- associated  infrared...singularities are.:usually' finite,  but  they

1/2lead to nonanalytic terms such as .Elne or E in' the' expansion. These

nonanalytic terms' are  often' the  leading corrections'.todthe chiral limit,

and  because  they  are' due· to, a. finite·.number of diagrams, they can usually

be calculated exactly without· assuming any· knowledge of the structure of the

symmetric part of the Hamiltonian, H .

One can therefore make' quantitative statements about' the dependence

9of' physical quantities. on·..e   and  .88. For. example, .one' can  prove- the model

independent result

frT -1
. 3 (»12-1.12

)          
      2

2 2     ln  -2· +0(68)
L                                          .64  f        411Tr

(1.4)

-t -1-1, »-1),Tr
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where 112*  0.17Ge172 .is· the· average...pseudoscalar mass·,.*-Yind:. A2  is some

hutoff  (e. g.. 4m ).·:Changing-A..merely-.changes·..the 0(88)  part- of  (1.4).
-

For' EnA2/41 2  =2, .  (1.4)s predic.ts, fK/f.tr=l..22,-as. compared, with' the experi-
-1 mental val'ue -1-::261:0:02.  .Ano.ther..re5uit_.f  .(which:.depends:·· on· the   (3,3)+(3,3)

model) is
1/2

 F  -1    -    (111(2 -lt  25
in  -2   +0(t 8 ) 4 0.025 (1-5)

A2

192 2f 2     4PIT                                               A

-

71 4 Za77  -1 = - (K -1).
Zir 3 Zlk
A                     Tr

One may utilize (1.4) to eliminate the logarithm, yielding

1/2

 ·2-1      -t  (>-  -1)  +
0(6 8) . (1.6)

Tr                        'IT

312In various other applications the singularity  is  0(1/E),  0(E' 3,  or  0(E      ).

The arbitrary cutoff A that appears for the logarithmic singularities is absent

in these cases so the scaling ambiguity is not present.

In I we developed a set of techniques to enable one to determine the lead-

ing nonanalytic terms in S-matrix elements and other quantities, including such

technical difficulties as renormalization and mass shell constaints.  A fairly

(10)complete list of applications of these ideas may be found there,

These nonanalytic terms are frequently the formally leading terms.  Whether

-           they are numerically dominant over the higher order analytic corrections (which

cannot be calculated without a detailed knowledge of H ) is an open question.
(11)We make the optimistic assumption that they do in fact dominate in most cases.

However, our attitude is to use these calculations more as an estimate of how

good the zero order (chiral symmetric) terms are rather than as a numerically

2-
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accurate estimate. of. the: perturbations.  These remarks apply particularly to

those cases for which the leading correction has a logarithm. For those cases

1/2 3/2for which the leading term is 0(E ) or 0(E ) we have more confidence.

The nonanalytic terms are usually due to. the divergence of a dispersion
.-

integral at the lower limit of some two-meson cut. In those applications in

which the ·leading terms are analytic, one cannot prove any exact theorems,   but

one might hope ·that the dispersion integrals are still approximately dominated

by the thresholds of the two-meson channels.  Li and Pagels applied this idea

(12)to the meson and baryon mass differences and found that octet enhancement

for matrix elements that vanish  if   SU (3) .is exact emerged naturally.     They  re-

(13)
produced all of the tadpole model results of Coleman and Glashow,    plus an

(6)additional result,  and  gave a possible. solution  to the puzzle raised by Dashen

of how to understand octet enhancement in the chiral symmetry context.

In Chapter II of this paper we will present some new results on nonanalytic

terms including the leading corrections to the meson Gell-Mann Okubo (G-M-0)

formula.  For this we discuss n-n' mixing and the existence of a mixing angle.

Also considered are matrix elements of the u3 operators between single meson

states,  and  the  <37T | u3 In> matrix element. When these results are combined  with

old results. a rather definite picture emerges: SU(3)xSU(3) is reliable to within

30% except. when:computing matrix elements of. the effective electromagnetic Hamil-

(1)tonian. Its accuracy :is comparable to.the accuracy of SU (3).

We then generalize the Goldstone boson pair mechanism of Ref.(12).  We find

that from m -ms and. the meson masses, ·all of the. other baryon medium strong and

-        I=1 mass differences can be roughly predicted, supporting the idea of threshold

dominance.

It is well ·known that in the,current algebra approach to symmetry breaking the

corrections to the G-M-0 formula for baryons can be represented as a continuum in-

tegral.  However one can not achieve quantitative control on the integral.  From the
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framework of chiral.perturbation theory, however, the corrections can be shown

3/2to be of order. E and hence ·one-·may calculate the leading order term exactly.

-         We obtain the exact result

giCK:-11:) (lin-117')
-                        f"A + t·'£ - 1 (4,+4) - (3-6a+2a ) (1.7)

iN -     2192 f
 T

where (f/d)A=(1-a)/a is the (f/d) ratio for axial-vector baryon f coupling.  The

right  hand  side is.very small  for the experimental value  of  a::2/3 but could  be

large for other values, suggestive·that the observed octet enhancement is a con-

sequence·of the·dynamics of the symmetric world or a higher symmetry which deter-

mines a.

In Chapter,III we consider. the rl+37T. decay.   It has long been known that the

decay.width is much too large. to be ·electromagnetic in origin.  This is still .true

(14)
in spite of the new Cornell experiment which has reduced the width by a factor

(15)of three.  The theoretical problem can be summarized by Sutherland's theorem

which states that the electromagnetic amplitude vanishes in the SU(2)xSU(2) limit.

It has often been suggested that the decay might be explained by adding(16,17)

a small isospin violating term E)u  to the strong Hamiltonian (1.1).  The relevant

matrix element of u  does not vanish in the SU(2)xSU(2) limit.  In Chapter III we

make a careful study of whether such a scheme can, in fact, work (in the (5,3)+

(3,3) model).   The matrix. element <37[ | 11  | n> is calculated in an SU(3)xSU(3) ex-

pansion up to 0 (E ln E) and is found to be reliable torv 30%. The value of 63
needed to explain the decay is determined.  This value implies an E3u3 contribution

...            to the koan ·and baryon I=1 mass shifts that is a factor two or three too large to

be .easily believable. However, the result   is very sensitive  to the experimental

n decay parameters (the combined experimental and theoretical uncertainty in our

determination  of.  63  is  k. 50%),   so  the tij explanation (perhaps  with a different  re-

presentation  for u ) cannot be definitely ruled  out.
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In our conclusion we suggest some other possible applications of chiral

perturbation theory, and in a technical appendix we describe an exact formalism

to ·treat n-n' mixing.

1

-
II. Mass Formulas :and the..Accuracy of SU(3)xSU(3).

(A) Nonanalytic Terms

In this section we will present a few new applications of chiral perturbation

theory and mention some old ones.  Our main goal is to get an idea of the accuracy

of SU(3)xSU(3).  Methods of derivation may be found in I and in Appendices A and B.

We list results in decreasing order of singularity.

a) [0(1/6 )]  We have shown that the leading renormalization of the (zero(18)
0

momentum.transfer) form factors of the K  vector currents is of order 68/Eo and

exactly computable.  The result for meson form factors (including a generalization

due to Wada ) is                     s
(18)

2

f (0) =1 -
UK

[ · - 6 ln · ]
+0(63/2»0.97 (2.1)

64A2f 2
Tr

where we have set the pion mass equal to zero for simplicity.  For baryons, the

renormalization is less than 10%.

1/2
b) [0(1/E   )]  The leading corrections to the baryon Gell-Mann Okubo formula

1/2
are discussed later in this chapter.  They are of order &8/E    and represent a0

3 MeV correction to the G-M-0 formula.

c) [0(€ ln E)]  The meson decay constants and renormalization constants are

(4)renormalized from their SU(3)xSU(3) values by 10-35% (see Appendix A).  The ratios

fIC/fTr and Z /Z (eqns.(1.4),(1.5)) are 1.22 and 1.025.

The parameter C=68/E'  (see Eqn. (1.2)) is often estimated to be -1.25.  Corn-

well has computed the leading corrections, yielding c=-1.29, a 3% effect.  This
(19)

result can be easily rederived from (1.4) and (1.5).
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2/2-7

c=4=_A ,1- ·/1,7»K 1
4            LI + O/,teha: J

(2.2)

112 6
-                                                          a te  .  v ir K - 1- 2, (t-j,«,oleg) 0' 0,905L ElaU< 11-

Now, consider the Gell-Mann Okubo (G-M-0) formula for the pseudoscalar(20)

octet. In addition to the defining equations (1.2) there is a third relation

between E ,68 and physical quantities.(Appendix A):
'                                                                                  7207-1

3 £4 -.6 Ef  - -0=  - 11-': .1% .
- (2.3)

1/2_  , oi 1/2 1/2
where Zin =<014iln>, i=0,8....(The quantity Zn   in (1.5) is the same as Z8  ).

Combining (1.2) and (2.3) one can prove the following relation, which is exact

'

in the Gell-Mann, Oakes, Renner Model:

l/274 - 4 4   12 # #yl +  AFT- 4,1,1  =0 (2.4)

+  1   4/8     #i -1 427-  .a zi
0 1/2The ter8 involving E Z represents the n-n'mixing effect.  In Appendix A,
8 on

0 1/2p  Z            is  calculated and shown  to  be  of  0 (68  ln  E  ) .     If  one  sets  f=f=f8 o n                                             o                 K 7T  n'

etc, in (2.4) one obtains the G-M-0 formula:

S #12 +1  z.
-4 rt    '*fr-/14:-    0                                                                                    (2.5)

2
This relation works quite well....The...left hand .side..is -0.017 GeV , as compared

22
with the.average pseudoscalar mass, U =0.17 GeV .

The leading corrections to (2.5) can be determined using (1.4), (1.5) and

0-1/2the results on E L
8 on '

,(2.6)
=3,02 1  2- 1/Z 41"llt')71   1-&5  -1113,1 • 9  $5&--p#27.O.0(623

f Mt +4» 7k  -  56724-         1  A S 1   F  6 -L F
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The  first   term 'in the brackets. is..due  to n-n' mixing; the other terms  are  from

the ratios Of.the  f.'s and Z.'s.(the vacuum symmetry breaking). Putting in numbers,

we find

(-0.019 -0.038 +00 013) *12 6  -0.042,(ieYL=- Ol€;L) (2.7)

where  -0.017  is  the.G.M-0  combination,.-0.038  is  from the mixing,  and  0.013  is-

from the vacuum symmetry breaking.

The corrections have  made: the formula worse, ..although  (2.5) is still small
22

compared to u =0.:17 GeV_. What could be the source of the difficulty?  It could

be an indication that the. (3,3)+(3,3) model (or the whole chiral symmetry scheme)

is not correct. Our suspicion, however,   is  that  in. this application  the  E  ln  E

1/2
terms are not correctly estimating Z

o rl

We would like to comment on the standard mixing angle formula

101 'ee-':A;'31'' 83+  1'4 -Kt   =     ot 'D (2.8)

Can such a formula (which has no predictive power) be theoretically justified?

One can certainly define 0 as the angle which satisfies (2.8).  However, it is

shown in Appendix A that 0 can only. be interpreted as the angle which rotates

the n' and n states into "singlet" and "octet"·states if one turns off all strong

intetactions.   This interpretation cannot be justified by dominating' any

dispersion·relation by a pole or by keeping the leading symmetry breaking terms.

In other words, a ·mixing angle is appropriate  for  the  bare mass terms  in ·a

Lagrangian, but not for physical hadron states.

Even if one does. ignore the strong interactions and introduce a mixing angle

in terms of a rotation of the n' and n one can. only obtain (2.8) by ignoring

vacuum symmetry breaking.  Finally, G-M-0 is supposed to be correct only to order

68, so there is no justification for keeping the term sin20. u2, in (2.8) which
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2
is of order E .

8

In   Chapter   III we:.will. .need.-.the matrix element. of.  u 3
between single meson

states...     Up   t.o..0(E   ln   E).,    the  'perturbation   of the matrix elements around   SU(3)x

SU(3) are

<IL+ 1 € 2 K+>   •  -  <k« I U   1 To>
42 E  E,IA (A*/*2) _  9.1-E81» 1,¢/*ej|

(2.9)-   - %6 (0) W  1 -
afklf) L =le Rffmplf-11
..' 61 6.1

- - -Es (63 (1,06')= -ga.-R.CO,et)
'R 41© asrt©

1/2
where fK(E) and f1(E) are the physical values of the decay constants, and Zs  (0)

is the value of Z*. Z' : and Z   in the SU(3)xSU(3) limit. Similarly,
 T* K' 8n-

551      11     E    n ( /4#P
4101€10--4

1.
(2.10)

- - :26#39,)  Cib#EAVE, - - '21Fit,   (0,98)

«k) 84©

We see that these matrix elements..are. changed by less than 30% by the leading

symmetry breaking terms.  Formulas (2.9) and (2.10) are exact to leading order.

They incorporate all effects, including internal dynamics, mass shell constraints,

renormalization, and vacuum symmetry breaking.

In Chapter III and Appendix B we consider a still more complicated matrix

1 01element: <3Alu3'n>. The- leading corrections to its SU(3)xSU(3) symmetric value

arev34%.

Finally, we mention the one' known example in which the perturbation expansion

(6)
completely breaks down. Dashen has shown that in the SU(3)xSU(3) limit the

electromagnetic contributions to U2+-U20  and  U 2+-11,20 are equal.     That   is,   the

ratio of the octet part of the effeative electromagnetic Hamiltonian (u t-v 0)
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to the 27-dimensional part.. (.11,2+-11,20) becomes a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient

(13)(unity) in the. SU(3)xSU(3) limit.  Hence, the tadpole mechanism (tadpole

is used  in its original. meaning: a dynamical enhancement  of the octet  part  of

H  ) cannot occur in the chiral symmetry limit.
em

1

- 22   2
Since.,. in...fact., oct.et enhancement. does occur (UK+-uKO=-0.004 GeV while

U2+-U20 =to.0013 GeV2), Dashen concluded that the perturbation expansion must

break down in this application.

This. was shown explicitly in Ref.(21): the leading E ln E corrections to

the electromagnetic mass shifts were computed and. shown to be larger than the

leading. term   (The -large corrections  were  due  to the internal meson loops,   not

the off shell extrapolations of the external particles).  Hence the SU(3)xSU(3)

(22)perturbation expansion breaks down .in this application , and the Dashen

theorem does not correctly estimate the electromagnetic mass shifts.

The .meson mass shifts therefore provide no evidence for or against the

existence ·of an explicit  E3u3 term in the Hamiltonian.  The origin of octet

enhancement is left unexplained.

The conclusion to be drawn from all of this is that regardless of the order

of the leading corrections, SU(3)xSU(3) is reliable in almost all cases to around

30%   or better, making its accuracy.- comparable   to   that   of   SU (3) .      The only excep-

tion seems to be the matrix elements of the time-ordered product of two currents.

(B) Octet Enhancement

We have seen that octet enhancement cannot. be explained as a chiral limit

theorem.  Li and Pagels have shown that octet enhancement for quantities(9,12)

which vanish in the SU(3) symmetry limit emerges naturally from the assumption

of the Goldstone boson pair mechanism.  This assumption is that the dispersion

integrals for <a|p.V|b> (V is..a vector current) are dominated by the thresholds

of the two meson cuts. For mesons, the G-M-0 relation (2.5) and the (octet)
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Coleman-Glashow formula

15 LIT,t - /1 k + _/k(.b (2.11)

follow without.  any .assump.tien.„concerning:*the..origin .of..the. symmetry breaking.
2    2

Moreoverr.the .27-dimensional UTT+-11Tro is predicted to vanish.

When this. :idea...i:s. extended. to the·baryons, the G-M-0 formula, Coleman-

(13)Glashow   f ormula „   and the tadpole results all follow. Baryon mass differences

are given by formulas like
4,«

ML- Mb=  A <Mt.>,ta)     At   /t 2 4At '61"dz) A (2.12)

"(/(C«,131

where...A .is..a ·.cutoff.,- ·A-.is..a constant,   and  llc  and  ud are meson masses.     Here  we

3/2would like to extend these results by retaining the E terms associated with

the lower limit of (2.12).  We obtain a one·parameter fit to all baryon mass

differences. The results are

MAJ-ME - 82 /'.L-'.L\Ff- A1 v„k   /'tylff" 7"k'74/85-4&*+0849+12134<Mg)  3-  SK  +4,1 

Nf- Mn =    1       1 2
(2.13)

--a--   (PIC' -,Ale  9,4-»110 43-4143  ,(PA-/'1"-t' 1(3-4, fl16TT-6 

and similar

formulas for ms-mE'  mA-#9 mI+-mx:-,  and- msr-mzo which can easily be inferred  from

Eq. (4.1) of Ref.9.  The cutoff A is chosen to be 705 MeV, to fit m -m , g  isW I  A

1.24, and (f/d)A=(1-a)/a is the f/d ratio for axial-vector-baryon couplings.

Experimentally, 0 0.66to.02. Using a=2/3 and the experimental meson masses,

the predictions for. the baryon mass shifts are given in Table I.
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These numbers  are in rough..agreement. with experiment, supporting   the  view

that the two meson thresholds are dominating the dispersion integrals. Several(23)

comments are in order: a) These predictions are not exact theorems of the type

discussed earlier.  b) The results are independent of the origin of SU(3) and

'   SU (2) breaking. c) The numbers are rather sensitive to. the value of a used and

to the validity of the meson Coleman-Glashow formula (2.11).  d) The I=l predi8-

tions..probably.  do...not .properly include the electromagnetic Born
terms    (for  m -mn

the Born. term .is 0.8 MeV.)

Although the order-  68  contributions  to  .(2.13)   are only approximate, the order
2, 1/2  .

£8/60   pieces are in fact exact (and independent of the (3,3)+(3,3) model).  Form-

ing. the.G-M-0 combination we find the leading corrections (which can also be found

. .         from .the ·methods of  I):

2   M     4- 1 M      -1   (MN -+ M s     -+ '.'A 1 21 I  2

3301 -MDGY»DIS -  64«242)     2- OCE;) (2.14)

13:2 Ti-t 

The left-hand side is experimentally 7.5t5.0 MeV, while the right hand is 28MeVx

2
(3-60 +2a.)= -3.1 MeV for a=2/3. .The correction is tiny and of the wrong sign.

It is interesting that 3-61+202 vanishes for a=0.63.  It has always been puzzling

that.  the  G-M:0 'formula works  so  well... The leading correction   (2.14)   is a large

number times.-a. func.tionof a which .nearly vanishes due  to an apparent accident (24)

of the closeness of a to 0.63. It appears  that the. success of the octet formula

is  being .governed-by:.the..value .of .a, which  can  only be understood  on the basis  of

the dynamics  of .the.. SU (3) .symmetric :interactions  or. a .higher symmetry,  such as

SU(6).

3/2The E. . terms.,in X2.13.).ar.e almost purely oct.et   and   they work fairly  well

(Table I).  It is only the tiny 27-dimensional piece in (2.14) that is of the

t
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(25)
wtong sign if   a>  0.63.

i The Coleman-Glashow formula

Nlf-Mn + ME--Mr-f + M .18 -ME-    0                (2.15)
1/2which is satisfied -ta within·experimental. errors, does not have any 68/Eo

corrections even-,though the-*.indiv. idual mass. differences  in  (2.13)  do.    The  cor-

rections are of order a68 in E , (here,.a is the fine structure constant).

In summary-, SU. (3)xSU(3.).:seems to work well in most cases. Octet enhancement

is .predicted:'f·rom.-'the Goldstone boson pair mechanism but its extreme success in

the baryon G-M-0 formula. seems to be an accident of the value of a.  The leading

corrections to the G-M-0 formulas for both the mesons and the baryons are predicted

(25)to  be  small,   but   of the wrong Sign
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III. The   n + 3TT decay

The large experimental widths for the principal decay modes of the  n  have

long been a puzzle. The   n +27 width was a factor of five greater than

(26)                                           0
expected from SU(3) and the A decay rate. Similarly,   the    n + 3·Ir

rates seemed far too large to be compatible with electromagnetism.

(14)A recent Cornell experiment has reduced the  2y  rate by a welcome

factor of three. Since the  2Y  decay is used to determine the total width,(27)

the 0+3A  rates are also reduced by a factor of three.  Nevertheless, the  3A

widths are still two orders of magnitude larger than expected from electro-

(15,17) (15)
magnetism. The basic problem is summarized by Sutherland's theorem:

the electromagnetic amplitude vanishes  in the   SU(2) x SU(2) limit.

Various authors have suggested that the decay could be explained
(16,17)

00
by adding a small isospin violating term  E3uj  to the strong Hamiltonian (1.1).

The decay amplitude due to  this  term need not vanish in the   SU(2) x SU(2)
0

limit.  The   u3   term can be thought of as a difference between the bare

masses of the nonstrange quarks or as a Coleman-Glashow tadpole. It could(13)

also be the effect of new interactions, such as the neutral gauge bosons used

in some gauge theories to cancel the divergences asseciated with electromagnetism.

In order to predict the  n  decay rate one must know  E3   and must compute

the matrix element <31|u'In>.
(17)                          0A typical approach has been to estimate E   from the observed mass

3

difference   1 2+ - #20 , assuming  that the purely electromagnetic part  of  the
K    K

splitting is given by Dashen' s theorem (see Chapter II).  As we have shown
(6) .(21)

that Dashen's theorem does not correctly estimate the electromagnetic mass

difference, this approach must be abandoned.

The calculatien of < 3,Flu  In> involves going to the  SU(3) x SU(3)

(28)
limit and possesses some subtleties. In Section B we will compute this matrix

-'.
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- -

element (in the (3,3)+(3,3) model) in an  SU(3) x SU(3) expansion correct up to

0(E ln E). These leading corrections are reasonably small  (34%) ,  So the chiral
*

calculation is fairly reliable.  We then determine  £3  from the observed decay

parameters.  Unfortunately, the number obtained depends very sensitively on

the experimental numbers.  In Section C we use this value to determine the

63u3  contribution to the proton-neutron and other mass differences.  They turn

out  to be uncomfortably large (for example    m-m|      0   -7.9 MeV.), although
    n|u

3the combined experimental and theoretical uncertainty in this num6er is at least

50%.  The implications of this result are then discussed.

(A) Experimental Results and Electromagnetic Contribution

0               + -0
The branching ratios for the 3A and the ANA decays are

r ir - 30.0 + 1.1 and r Ir = 23.9 +0.6, where(14)  r   =000 tot tot+-0  tot

0.85 +0.12 KeV.

+ -0
Experiment is consistent with a linear form for the  A N A matrix

element:

T   = A+BE (3.1)+-0 0'

0                    (29)
where  E   is the energy of the 1 . Experimentally, the slope parameter

B/A  is around  -2/0 .
n

It is usually assumed that the final state has isospin one. This is partly

a theoretical prejudice: If the decay is electromagnetic, then only the  I=1

part can contribute because of  G  parity.  Of course, an  E3u3  term is also

I=1.

If the final state is I=1,  then from Bose statistics

000=7-t_0*-Cot t-rD-t-
(3.2)

=  3A +  »'t
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' 0 + -0 (30)The widths for the 3A and + 11- A decays are then given by

Ijo0-    SABLC3,4  +.BE<fl*   =V :
(3.3)

17  - = 1·6316* +B»LI: 1 + 0,0:%(1+95) «-r-Q

where      y  =  (Un - 3117r) / (lln + 3A/B) .

Using the experimental value  B/A % -2/Un   one can then predict that

r Ir = 0.59.  (The prediction would be  2/3  if one neglected the  Tr - Tr0
+-0  000

mass difference and set  B=0.  It is not very sensitive to  B/A.)  Experimentally,

P _0/r    = 0.80 +0.05.  This is in crude agreement with the I=1 assumption,000

but an  I 2-3 final state clearly cannot be ruled out. (31)

Censider the possibility that the decay is electromagnetic.  Then the

amplitude is

-111<=- 49  1<  1   N A  l  ot1 (3.4)

and the quantities  A  and  B  of (3.1) and (3.2) are functions of the chiral

symmetry breaking parameters   E    and  E8 .    In  the   SU(2),x SU(2) limit both

T     and T must vanish when the four-momentum of the (on-shell)  1
0

+-0 000

goes to zero, because (6,7)

-bo -0   t- <111 (611 4,"-1 17)      o                   (3.5,
Pro-* 0     Tr

But for p 0 =0   T   =A  and  T =

3A + BUn
. Hence, in the  SU(2) >(SU(2)Tr ' 4-0 000

limit'

A=B=0 (3.6)

so the electromagnetic decay is suppressed  by a factor  of ·  11     (or   U2 ln U2).
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This result is independent of any detailed model and depends only on the

emassumption that neutral axial charges commute with H (up to anomalous terms

which are higher order in all/137) and that  SU(2) x SU(2)  is a good hadron

(15)
symmetry. This is Sutherland's theorem stated as a chiral limit theorem.

(The original statement was that   T _   and T must vanish at the off
000

mass-shell point      p 0 = 00 )
(15,17)                                 2Various authors have tried to estimate these  w1  terms by assuming

linear extrapolation formulas in the masses of the three pions, which they vary

independently (via PCAC).  In this approach the slope   B/A 8 -2/un   is

predicted correctly but the magnitude of  A  always comes out far too small.

(17)
Dittner, Dondi, and Eliezer, for  example,   find        P _    =   0.6   eV     in   the

.--

(3,3)+(3,3)  medel and similar results in other models (one must make a model

dependent    SU(3)  x SU(3) calculation to compute   A).

Therefore, the vanishing  of   A   in  the   SU(2)  x SU(2) limit seems  to  rule

out the possibility that the decay is electromagnetic (unless, perhaps, there

is some unexpected very strong final state enhancement of the amplitude).

(B)  Addition of an  e3u3  Term

Due to the failure of electromagnetism to account for the decay, it has

(16,17)been suggested that one should add an I=1  term to the strong symmetry

breaking Hamiltonian. Then (1.1) becomes

14=   1.10 +   Eaug  +   4 Of  + Egog (3.7)

where, hopefully, |E O| < < |E O| , |E O| . In contrast  to the, electromagnetic  case

the u3 contribution  to  the      n +3A decay  does not vanish  in  the    SU(2)  x SU(2)

limit, so it appears to be a good candidate to explain the decay. In this

section we will calculate the parameters  A  and  B  in an expansion about the
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SU(3)  x SU(3) limit. Throughout  we will
assume  that       u ,   u ,     and ul belong

-                                                                                                 I

to the (3,3) + (3,3) representation.

We must compute the matrix element Tijk CPi'Pj 'pk  ;  Eo  ;  £8)  =

-63<ijk lu3 1 n>, assuming the form (3.1) for  T   .  Now, in the  SU(2) XSU(2)+-0
0limit T

vanishes when   P    =0 because [5F
1  -O.     But    EO = Url/2

' 4-0 +,U31                                        A

when p  =O,  so from (3.1) the slope B/A is correctly predicted to be
'IT

-2/Un    in the   SU(2) x SU(2) limit.   We have argued in the Introduction that

SU(2) x SU(2) results are valid to 0 7%,  so we will work in  the   SU(2) X SU(2)

limit from now on.  From (3.1) and (3.2) we have

31-o== /4(6&3(1 - 2-10 hAtj    -

T  = ACED 3
(3.8)

000

To determine   A   we must go to the   SU(3) x SU(3) limit (always maintaining

the ratio  E /E  E -1/I ). The ratio EO/Un is ambiguous in the chiral limit,

so rather than work directly
with  T _Q  we will utilize the exact result

(32)

that   for     p  0 +0,
'IT

-Ff .o(Fr'= 07  Ej)   =    A  (61.)

=  Li  40-1 e·i ,ull"i>'Ar                                        (3.9)
0                                                               ·    I     0             -L   1  0                   05

=  4 <+-1(11190« 15 94831 7/4
where the (1  and $0 operators carry zero momentum.  Notice that if the under-

lying symmetry group  were    U(3)  x U(3),    as is naively expected in quark models

(33)          0        0
but not present in fact, then   $0  and  48  could be written as linear

combinations of  3'A8  and  3 A   so that  A  (and B) would vanish in the

SU(2)  x SU(2) limit.

We will evaluate (3.9) exactly in the  SU(3) x SU(3) limit. In Appendix B
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.

we  sketch the calculation  of the leading Eln E corrections.

(34)A(0)  is determined from the following unambiguous prescription:

(a)  Define the off mass shell Green's function

0

1.
5  (ptl Eu=   *i Le'+X eir't' '4 (0 +M#3.

6- 1-rl «)(4142(,3. 6*: C,)1)1 9 (3.10)

A suitable interpolating field $ (including the effects of  n-n'  mixing)
n

is defined in Appendix A.

(b) Approximate  A(€0) = G(u2, E ) by G(O,E ). The error induced is of

0 (El  ln El)      and is calculated in Appendix   B.

0                                         (6,7)
(c)  For  E  4 0,  use the exact Dashen-Weinstein method  for   SU(2) x SU(2)

to evaluate  G(O,El). -

6             64       ,    1

lielf:)- -*Mt x<,1%,MiTC(l, i.'402,+1 f,L')42,)2 
1,> (3.11)

5    5where   [ F,[ F,T( )]] is ashorthand meaning to keep the various equal time

commutators.

(d)   Drop all terms which vanish as    El +0.

The result of all this is

A LED         Z

9 (656)=-_,t,la'x <T (4&4 05(000  +   D<El' ©36 ¢e
(3.12)

But the propagator in (3.12) is just  , -iZ  /112 - where    Z n is defined
8n  n '

after (2.3), So we have

2'1/
-4Ef 2.   _  - 463

ACD)=  Gl (59 =    31 5139   = 35* (3.13)
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-1/2 1/2
For    Eo = 0, 68n is equal to   Zs  (0)  defined in Appendix A, and we have

0 1/2
defined the renormalized  83  as   E3Zs  (0)

In Appendix B we calculate  the     Eo ln €O
corrections  to A(0) exactly.

The result is

A 180 =.- 153        F .1  +   12. .ta  601 4,(Ahyfl)   +  DLEO  
315 410  U  r  1 3   1 6 32.T[*43 (3.14)

0 1/2
where  63  is still defined as   E Z   (0),  and   f (E)   is the physical3 s 2

A
value of the pion decay constant.  For   ln  2 = 2,  the correction term is

4U

-34%, which indicates that   SU(3) x SU(3) is reasonably dependable in this

application.

29 i i

From (3.3) and the experimental width   P _ ,  one obtains  IAI = 0.703

for  B/A = -2.08/U and |A| = 0.572  for  B/A = -1.87/11 . These numbers
n                                                n

would be reduced by 15% if P were used instead of P These two
000 +-0.

values yield

E-3
1.   ID  w l o-2      Gt€V  z

ST  I                          0.57 *  ID-* 4sv,L
(3.15)

respectively.   This  is to be compared with the   SU(3) >( SU(3) breaking parameters

£8/f  = 0.26 GeV2  and   E /f1 = -0.21 GeV2,  and the  SU(2) x SU(2) breaking

(35)
parameter E/f'IT = -11 

= -1.8 X 10-2 GeV2 .

(C)  Implications of the  63u3  Terms

Assuming  that  the     n + 3Tr decay  is  due  to  an    E3U3    term,  we have given

what we believe is a reliable determination of  E .
3

We now consider the other implications of an   E)u3  term.  Using the

matrix element   (2.9) , and assuming       E 3>0,w e  can  find  the E3u3
contribu-

tion  to       U2  - 11 0   .
The result, listed in Table  II  for   the two values  of
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E3  in (3.15), is about twice the experimental mass difference.

0                        00
Since  u3  and  u   are members of the same octet, the  £3u3  baryon mass

differences can be predicted from the medium strong differences:

#If-M4   =   E[(&1,1')8+ 2303

ME. - ME- 1  = ELZG/6138 
U.3                                                       (3.16)

M -   -  M=,1       =  E[7    g./A 38+   El
-      ... 10a

where (f/d)B 4-3.29    from the medium strong differences,  and
0 1/2 0-1/2

EE,75% (ms-mA)/2£8Zs    (0) 0
The small

deviation of    £8Ls    (0)    from   E8   can

be determined from Appendix  A. The numbers predicted  from   (3.16) are given  in

Table II.

We see that the  u3  contributions predicted for the mass differences are

(36)probably t00 large to be believable, altheugh·there is no reliable way to

calculate the electromagnetic contributions.

What are the errors in the numbers in Table II? The numbers are uncertain

by 20% because of  B/A.  They would be reduced 15% had we used . P rather
000

than r to determine E (old values for the widths would increase the+-0                  3

numbers by  45).  There is also a 15% error due to the·quoted uncertainties

in r .  the branching ratios, and the baryen masses.  Finally, if the
tot'

E ln E    corrections  in   (3.14)   had been ignored, the numbers in Table II would

be reduced by a factor  2/3.  Hence; the uncertainty in the numbers is at

least 50%.

-              What can be cencluded from all this?  The decay seems clearly to be

non-electromagnetic.     Also,   an     E3u3     term  in   the   (3,3)  + (3,37 model probably
(37)cannot account for the decay using the present experimental parameters.

The problem cannot be blamed  on  the    SU(3)  x SU(3)    extrapolation:    The

corrections are m 30%.
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The numbers predicted from the  E3u3  term are in error only by a factor

of 2 or 3, not an order of magnitude.  Also, they depend sensitively on the

dynamical details. Perhaps  u   is not a member of the 0,3) + (3,3) multiplet,

or contains a piece which is not.  If the  u3  term is the effect of some

neutral gauge bosons, for example,  it may not have simple   SU(3) x SU(3)

transformation properties. This could account for the failure of the

prediction on r _ /P (after (3.3)) based on the  I=1  assumption.  Of000

course, detailed predictions would be difficult to make in such a case.

- -

One could also abandon the (3,3)+(3,3) model for all the terms in (3.7).
(17)          -        -

But the (8,8) model seems no better, and  the   (6,6) + (6,6) model  has

(38)
serious problems of its own.

Perhaps the decay is basically due to the  u3  term (or even electro-

magnetism), but is enhanced by some strong final state interaction (such as a

(39)
heavy pion) to which the chiral symmetry arguments are blind.

It would be worthwhile to study (both experimentally and theoretically)

the other implicatiens of a  u3  term.  Possibilities include violations of

(40)SU(2)      symmetry   in e decays   and in mesen-baryon coupling constants.

Bace has considered the effects on nonleptonic  K decays, and Osborn and
, (41)

Wallace have considered the  AN  scattering length.
(30)
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IV  Conclusion

We have argued that   SU(2) x SU(2)   is the best symmetry of the strong

Hamiltonian after isospin. In Chapter  II we observed that   SU(3) x SU(3)   and

SU(3) are comparable and valid  to   0 30%  in most cases. Some applications  of

chiral perturbation theory were given.  We also argued that octet enhancement

for matrix elements which vanish in the SU(3) limit could be understood from

the Goldstone boson pair mechanism.

In III we showed that an  £3uj  term is of the right order of magnitude

to explain the n + 3'Ir     decay,   but the details depend sensitively  on   the

experimental parameters and on the representation content of  u3 .

Other possible applications of these ideas (in addition to those at the

end of Chapter III) might include the decays n' +nTTlr and K +2TT, the
S

effects of symmetry breaking  on     gA     and the meson-baryon couplings,   and   the

extension of these ideas to other symmetry breaking models.
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Appendix A.  The  n-n'  System

In the third chapter of I we presented a formalism to describe the  n-n'

system which assumed the existence ef an   n-n'  mixing angle.  Such a mixing

angle exists only if one drops a certain continuum integral.  As no such

(42)
assumption was made anywhere else in I, our treatment was inconsistent.

In this Appendix we will correct this inconsistency by giving an exact

formalism for the n-n' system.

In   the   (3,3)  + (3,3) model there  are two unrenormalized fields     (1)      and     $ 

and two states  In>  and  In'>  with I=Y=0. We expect that for 68 = 0
there will be no mixing effects and that  $   ($ )  will correspond to the

22n  (n') seate. Furthermore, as  E  + 0 we expect lin +0 but  Un' 0 0:
the .n becomes a Goldstone boson  but  not  the     n' .

Let us define the rdnormalization constant Z1/2  E  <014'la, for i=0 or 8

and    a=n    or    n'.     They  are  real  by T invariance.     In  the     E   = 0 limit,8

Z     and Z .  vanish, while Zzl/2  =  Zl/2  =  Zl/2 =  Zl/2 (EO):     Zl/2
1/2 1/2

07                                        87'                                                                                 87
7T - S 0'' on'

approaches some different value.  Assuming canonical quantization rules for

00
40  and  48  one can prove formally that

do

VS   1/2      FL - 'L
0 =  2,22,1 +  -«)1 t,t'   0 '- S leA CE<)

ew (A.1)

1

=  2    + 22,1,  + f &6 c:,  C©SLL

for  i=0  or  8,  where

 e  (61=(8113,7- $4(1-Foi<01€ IM><MI 1, 14*Cltil2 *R-
(A.2)

2
with  q =s.  Of course, in a real field theory these integrals will in general

diverge.
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1/2The  n-n'  mixing effects are incorporated in the  Z.  .  An   n-n'
la

mixing angle  0  could be defined in various ways.  For example, it could be

defined as the angle which satisfies Eqn. (2.8).  A theoretically useful

definition, however, weuld be to define "singlet" and "octet" states   |0 >

and  |8>   as a rotation-by  8  of the physical states  |n'>   and  |n>  such

that

</1 LO I
-3 /    1  1 0 1 A 

/11  I A' -- / 0 1 LD 15/ = 0Tg i V/ 17 0
(A.3)

But (A.3) implies

'/2              j'i
2*- i -2h49

-tart e  =    -i=   -  - -
21 1             - 267

(A.4)

el

This last equality is true if and only if the  p 8  integral in (A.1) can be

neglected relative to the renermalization constants. However, we shall see

that   Z
1/2 0 1/2

09 '   "08
and probably

Z811'
all vanish like E  ln E . Hence, one8     0              -

cannot justify dropping the continuum integral in (A. 1) en the basis of a small

E8 .  A mixing angle (as defined in A. 3) can only be justified if the inter-

actions in the symmetric Hamiltonian  HQ  are neglected.

Now define  fn   and   fn'  by

<09 AJa> = of.fl (A.5)/ I

a =n     or      n' .      For      68  -* 0,      frl ' vanishes   and     f    =    f    = fic Efs(£O).      Thenn          Tr
(1)

using the result

'3.A  = -lvir
' &  0  1 co'\ 10   RE *o la

8                  8 6 0 -VL'FL)98  -V E 4 8 9 0 (A.6)
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one has

PL

84 €Ad (A.7)

for  a=n  or n '.  The Ward identities (3.11) ef  I  become

12 / o\
1 <4'>   =     21/2  4    +  24    fVac vol - vj         0            81 -1     /31'  10'

fY 90 1 00 8 5 (4(61)S (A.8)

-(13 -0-Va  »g)   1
&5%8

- 58'  t     Cas a   (s)/  SYa 8 j (08
4368

r  <4,0  =   ·ef,i  -,  -e, : 4,' 04

- 18 e - i  Ei.) f &=t :s  C ©./348

-  8 4-(*st=f, (63/606

Now, frem (A. 7) one has

«i,t,= -1,3 € 2·I, 2 oCt' /,1 92                             (A.9,

which implies  that
f 1' vanishes like   68'   not  like    £8 ln EO . Then, using

the fact that the continuum integrals in (A. 8) have no threshold singularities, (43)

we have

  7

fl  < U:> - 91  < 084 1,   28257   -t  oc © (A. 1Oa)
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1/2. A

15  <44=   e«'1.·Ii +oaD (A.1Ob)

1/2Equation (A.1Oa) will be used to determine Z
and  fn;  from (A.1Ob) and81
1/2

(3.18) of  I  we can determine the mixing quantity Z which was needed for
on

the corrections to the·Gell-Mann  Okubo formula in Chapter II:

212                   8  Esgel"-('5fiS  -,   o uvu--1, UL - - d (A.11)

2                                                         3 6·tri 44

We would new like to define a pair of suitable interpolating fields to

define off-shell Green's function for the  n  and n'. They are

-   ,   14   1 0         14.
01 -(241' Te - 24" 45 3,D
AY=  (- 24 4  « 2*AL ¢1: 3/D (A. 12)

'ID  =    2  z   2'/2   -  :2"6  2 "2-
-    (*07' 81 82'  at

0 1/2 0. 1/2In the 68=0 limit,  49 = 48/Z89  '   *n' = 40/ZOn' ' The fields are
constructed so that

614«16> 1 34 (A.13)

for      (a, b)  E  (n,n'b     and
-

94410ft,P,1  4, (A.14)

One can use  PCAC techniques for   $n  (er  48)  by writing them in terms of

3·A8  and   4 .  (or  $ )  from A.14 (A. 6) and then verifying that the   *n'
n'

(0 )  pieces vanish to the required order.
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Equation (A. 12) can be inverted to yield

1- O                   -  '/2. 1 IkEL  1

9,8 =t   0   +2          181 T t 81' 11

60   =     211*.     4       «r    :2.( ,   47'                                                                                          
                                 (*.15)10          9 "1

1/2 1/2
Since     Zon and probably  also

ZBn' vanish  like     E   ln E  ,    we  see  that
8     0

p        (defined  in  (A. 2))  must also vanish  like    €8 ln € ,    as was asserted
08

after (A. 4).

In analogy to (3.22) of I one can easily derive

« 1 02 (o) la>  =  S (A.16)

for  £=0    or     8,     a=n    or    n',     with uO carrying zero momentum.     Also,

< ,1, 112) l ut 1 Az( 1('3>  = 0 (A.17)

where u£ carries no momentum and   k 2 = W2  or  11  ,  .
Finally, as in (3.23) of I one can show·

,  4. 14

,

Ii.(x-

 46 C,/.t", -  1:,t
\-

1,2- :tti" Att *20(7143,)4')(%)di,))1't
(A.18)

  -2 L
k=PA

From (A. 18) one can derive various results, such as

D  = i fc,<1(LI'DI u.:L')11(1'5>1
(A.19)

Ill= u L

.  /.,1

where



33, A '/2.     14       1,2.
:IJ   .  .i   22 t, arE,t   -  26  42017   =       1-      Afiq        *t    0 L s.1, sl)

1 dEl 81'     61
J ZV; ha (A.20)

591   4 62

(D  is defined in (A. 12).)

From Equations (A.1Oa), (A.19), and (A.20) one can use the techniques

described in I to show

PL  -     -   -IK (/thig ('/6 ED + i J & Et.3 + DI©
6-40       -     "32 rE&#

'4                                                                                               1
.EL -1 - -11.ftlif 9(14,11 € +MI,893 -t Dt© (A.21)

29 83 152.TTNlT
, Ya 0

1/2. 1/2
for     i =1, . . . ,8.      By     f8      (Z8     )     we  mean        f        (Z        )        d        is the Gell-Mann

n    8n  ;   i

d  symbol   d ii8

If  T(K2;Eo,E8)  is a Green's function involving an  n  field carrying

momentum      K  ,     then    (as    in   3.30   and   3.31   of    I) the derivative   of the on-mas s

shell matrix element   T(UR;Eo,68)  is

'1-1.14£90£  = -E -IA (/4..' 61
E     E- )03 64

&€i
7  - 1.-r,i  (bl'4,1  ee.st')  +  13i T.,(t';) S'.ig)

(A.22)

+    FC Mit  E" E,-)

where   D   is defined in (A.20).  Ts   and   TI   are the matrix element  TUOO U O
t

0

with a  u£  operator inserted everywhere except on the external legs.  The

technical difference between the two is defined in I. Both still contain
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n'  poles in the (n,ul) channel. The quantity T  is defined as

M    -T-(1(5 EOJES,  -ilry#*'J  EOJ£22
-Ii (1'5 ESES)

-
(A.23)

46_/4

At    K2 = U2,    Tn    is  just   dT/dI<2  .    Of  course,  one must  also  add the counterterms

associated with other external legs to (A. 22).

As in (3.32) of I one can appreximate (A.22) by a formula in which

the  quantities  en the right are evaluated  at    K2 -0     (the n' poles  in  the

(n,u )  channel present no difficulty).  The result is

611  *4                        1     -     - &76    t o'  E       E- 1

d El
U.L '    J    R.)   M J

'CA  - ·r ) T 1%44 ) (A.24)

+  S 7-7 (01 s,':,) + D (COMSTANI)

where     T o includes ug insertions everywhere,   even  en the external   leg.
U
£

(44)
One may usually Set  E8 =0 on the right, inducing an

error of 0 (E8 ln EO).

The errer in (A.24) would be   0(E ln €)   if   Tn were evaluated at   112.

If there are "dependent variable singularities" (see Chapter II-c of I) the

error  can be   0(1)   when   Tn is evaluated  at     K2 = 0. This presents ne

difficulty in practice since we are usually enly interested in the  ln E 

part of the derivative.  The same 'comments apply to Equatiens (2.71) and (3.32)

of I.

1
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Appendix 8/   Corrections ·to.:the SU(3)xSU(3)

Calculation. of...the. Il+37r Amplitude

In..this appendix 'we..will.  sketch.the. .calculation. of the leading   (E  ln  €)
0/-0

-              correa.tions.·to. the.-result  (3...13.). -f.or_ A..  We. will stay on the line E8=-42 E0

of exact SU(2)xSU(2) symmetry.

We will. work ·with..the expression  (3.10) for A(go)=G(11 ,Eo). Since f   is
'IT

an explicit factor in (3.10) there is no need to expand it around Eo=O.  From

(3.10) and (A.24) we find
VZ-

1- 1  ti- 6, Cp.i  E'jl = -2 G (°,213 -  2-113 2«1 61 do tic)
4Aso r J L    LJ  0 J 00-Val)< /0 1 J-7 14- \

„7- P JOJ
z  3 2jiz-

i cif 3    C €leb
+  91 Co« S:) 07.1-2   - 6-Z    » rjZF El C   6'  -0) j     (8-1)

F   -, V2

- 243 t88& 1.-  )(fle;)12 2 + 0(6'h©
6            4 FL                  D = 1'46                                         1    /11

The interpretation..of. (B.1) is that.-i G o-0 represents the E  dependence
L'6.'laus

of the internal dynamics.  The G/un2 comes from differentiating the Klein-

Gordon operator: it cancels the Uo-,/' u  insertions  on the external  n  leg  in
0

the first term.  The G(O,E')...[.. ].term represents renormalization effects, and

the last term is due to the variation of the mass of the external n with E.

dG
.In.  (B. 1)  ·we. have chosen to evaluate  32  at un2

rather  than  zero.     We  have

-          rewritten the [G(O,E') du2/de'] /11   term. of (A. 24) using the expression (A.7)

1/2   0
for U2.  The dZ   /dE  term in (B.1) is. the counterterm associated with the0

external. -pions   (This-is. clear. from. -(.2.46)   of  I  since  du2/d£'=  0 .

Using (A.11) and (A.21).one easily finds that E' times the bracketed counter-
0

terms in (B.1) is

86  61 ID, e ) [       3    -   11·  li   €«th (A'411,3 A 10)  +     0   E, ) (B.2)

- '213  =17243
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To.calculate.-the.first. term. in  .(B...1.).- we. use.the. exact. SU(2)xSU(2) expression

-  ,§(€'s 3  =   S t  '94xj42 <+-IT idooote)- Tio;£4-
00-4202

4*&Ux) c * 12. R (01 + 1 40 doej 18'>i v 3 -Tb 5  e.
(B.3)

= -.9'4 9'x 1,2 <01  St.Sif-,71(,Ailiui)41T           7-1rli \

(8*6'648)Jl'10>

where, just as in -(3.11) , we mean take all the equal time commutators, For the

second term in (B.1) we use (3.11).  We now compute all the equal time commutators

(45) (45)for these. two terms. (using the expression (A.12) for $ ), utilize equations
n

(A.6)  and .(A.14),·.and then: drop. all terms. which. vanish or go to constants as E +0.
0

1.     The result is that..the. first two terms in (B.1) are

24 0
   ji,2  Be <T  C L.'I, Ce)O: -1-e)J ,

+  413<T 2-00(23(,02(0)  - WZiu; Up)13 1 01 (B.4)

S

+. 2 <T [ Oace)(ogi,J -vifog (ofil lo>,3

+   0 C GON %1*Nt)

Each. of. these terms -diverges. kike.·66 due to the two meson cut  (none have a two

pion. cut) . .The. divergent  part. is calculated  as  in   (3.15)   of  I  to  give   (when

.multiplied by E') the same expression as in (B.2).
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2Finally,.·the. dG/dp.::sterm -inv OB„,1.)...has.:singularities  due  to the three

diagrams in. Figure .1...  In: the- first. diagram. the invariant mass of the cut

is  of the dependent variable -type. (see  I).. The contribution of these diagrams

-·    (when multiplied  by  60)   is

-Rte'761  4'61 6'le:)1"Ff'Z
(B.5)

4  -  88 116  £01" (/e/91'130 AL€)    0   0(60
16 v 3  .3Q TT2<Pe

..(The.first_.diagram. contributes 75/16.·and. the. last two 1/2).

.    Putting-the 'various pieces together,  we  have

A CEO
=

-44-

- - Fi + *F  Ee'M(Az/AA,9            ' 
..- '..,40 -I--.

- 38#r(6942(D) L 16,3 -3Di-TA 31--  -t 0
(683

(B.6)

Part  of. the. E  ln E correction can: be-:absorbed. into the renormalization of  f  (0)
'IT

(46)by the symmetry breaking interaction. (see A.21) to give

ACED- - 4€3.  Fl + 41. i Eakk,(AZ-/46123 + 0 (602 
(B.7)

4    38 <LE) L 16,&23 32-IT21 -

where f-1 (e). .is the.·,physical (renormalized) value of f .  For ln A2/4112=2, the
E   ln  E   term  is  % -0.34.

- We conclude by commenting that the relatively small (34%) corrections in

(B...7)   are due to. ithe cancellation  of much larger factors.     We. do not consider

this. to be. a lucky accident.. The different. terms in (B.1) merely single out

for separate consideration different aspects of the same Feynman diagrams (e.g.

the  E ·dependence .of.,the.'masses  of ·the  internal and external · lines,  of the vertices,

a                                        -                                                              -
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etc.-) .   Their near cancellation. is. not. accidental-: it simply means that  the

relevant graphs are small.

It
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Table..I. ... The baryon-mas.s..differences..predicted-·from the threshold dominance

relations (2.13).
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..    - -   ... ..  .a) The quantity .

b) Prediction.for B/A= -2.08/un.
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d) Experimental mass difference.
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Table I

L)

Quantity Predicted Value Experimental Value
(MeV)

<

my-mE -252-252(input)

mE-mE        '
-188 -123

mA-mE
-235 -199

m -mn
-2.3 -1.3

mE+-ms-
-5.6 -7.9

m---m_o +3.3 +6.6
--
-    -

Table II

a                    b                e                  d

22     2 2 2
UK+-11Ko -0.0104 GeV -0.0084 GeV -0.004 GeV

mp-mn -7.9 MeV -6.4 MeV -1.3 MeV

m t-mI- -22.7 MeV -18.5 MeV -7.9 MeV

m .-m_0 +14.8 MeV +12.0 MeV +6.6 MeV
I     -
-    -

L_
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